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Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-II and any TWO 
from Part-III. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
 

Part- I 
Q1  Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10)                                                  (2 x 10) 

 a) She said, "I'll be using the car next Friday.” [report the statement]   
 b) You are waiting for your friend. [ change into passive]  
 c) If you stopped talking, I _____ get some work done [can, would, might]  
 d) Write two words to indicate consonant cluster  
 e) Diaper, Fries [ provide the British alternatives of the given words]   
 f) Would you like tea? or coffee? [ indicate the correct intonation ]  
 g) Write two words that carry  a diphthong sound  
 h) She's lived there ____ seven years. (use suitable preposition to fill the blank)  
 i) He loved to read every night before sleeping.”[state the type of  verb used]  
 j) He got top grade in the math test. (Add a question tag)  
    
  Part- II  

Q2  Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Dark cloud certainly doesn’t predict Heavy rain  [ explain the change in meaning due 

to stress shift] 
 

 b) Call for, look out, Fall in, Give up, Run into, Wear off [ use in sentences  to explain 
the meaning] 

 

 c) Compare and contrast between  filters and barriers  
 d) Explain, photographer, reasonable [ make syllable division and identify the primary 

stress] 
 

 e) Why information overload is is considered as a bottleneck to effective 
communication? 

 

 f) What is concord? Explain with example  
 g) age, soup, hurt, examination, top, zoo,[ make phonemic transcription of the given 

words] 
 

 h) Briefly sketch the procedures of audience analysis.  
 i) Define Aspect and state its relationship with Tense and time.  
 j) How do you differentiate between the 2nd and 3rd  conditionals   
 k) State the context when falling tone is used instead of rising tone.  
 l) Differentiate between sign language and paralanguage  
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  Part-III  
  Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Verbal communications often lead to be ineffective in absence of nonverbal 
components. Justify the statement with your argument on the importance of 
Nonverbal communication 

(16) 

  .  
Q4  What are the stages of communication process? Explain other connected factors that 

influence communication. 
(16) 

    
Q5  Make a comparative study of communication through vernacular and through English 

as a second language and state why communication in English is important now a 
day?  

(16) 

  .  
Q6  Instruction: Read the passage below and correct the errors in the passage.  

My stepmother is the 1) jenealogist of the family. She maintains records of births, 
deaths, marriages, and divorces. She takes the job 2) real serious. She sends 
missives to the family 3) whoever something noteworthy occurs. We recently had a 
bulletin about 4) the demise of the relative during the Civil War– which transpired a 
century-and-a-half ago. This ancestor apparently bequeathed his old earthly 
possessions (some 5) beautiful and antique furniture) to his progeny, who in turn 
bequeathed their goods to their descendants. My husband’s great-grandfather, 6) his 
mother’s father, has recently inherited some of this 7) beautiful antique furniture. My 
husband wonders if he will one day pass heirlooms on to his progeny. 8) If yes, we 
may inherit some new furniture, and my stepmother will have even more to keep 
track of! 
 
a) A. genealogist   B. jeneologist   

C. genealegist   D. Correct as is 
b) A. very serious. B. real seriously.  

C. really serious. D. very seriously.  
E. Correct as is  

c) A. whether  B. whenever  
C. whatever  D. Both A and C are correct  
E. Both A and B are correct  

d) A. a demise of the relative  B. the demise of a relative   
C. a relative’s demise  D. Both B and C are correct   
E. Both A and B are correct 

e) A. beautiful, but antique  B. beautiful antique  
C. beautiful or antique D. Correct as is 

f) A. his mother’s father’s father,  B. the father of his father’s father,  
C. the mother of his father’s father,  D. Both A and B could be correct  

g) A. pedestrian  B. dynamic  
C. deleterious  D. antiquated  
E. exquisite  

h) A. If so,  B. If not,  
C. This way,  D. If true,  
E. Correct as is 

(16) 
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